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BOARD OF GENERAL PURPOSES 
PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

 
Brethren 
I am pleased to once again present this annual report covering the activities of 
the Board for the last year.  This has been an exciting time for us all as we start 
to gain traction on some of the important issues facing us at national and local 
level.  The Board is committed to growth and engagement throughout the Craft 
and has worked tirelessly to ensure that we can see and measure our 
development as we move forward through the next few years.   
 
 

    RW Bro Graham Wrigley 
 
Strategic Direction 
We were delighted that the Grand Communication in November 2013 unanimously endorsed the Strategic 
Direction as submitted by the Board.  This support was the accumulation of some 18 months of workshops 
and discussions to ensure that the direction would indeed make a difference to our fraternity and lead us to 
growth and participation at all levels.  There is no doubt that over the last twelve months, Freemasons 
throughout New Zealand have started to embrace our direction, and this was no more apparent than at the 
three Divisional Conferences during the past year.  This engagement is essential and we must ensure that the 
momentum is maintained.  It is also important to recognise that the Strategic Direction is not a document to sit 
on a shelf and gather dust.  It is as equally important for individual Lodges and Brethren to engage and 
develop local plans as it is for the Board and its various committees to drive at the higher level.  This is your 
plan for your Lodges and for your Brethren and their families, so your ongoing engagement is absolutely 
critical. 
 
Finance 
The single factor impacting on this year’s financial Statements is the Special Grant of $2,000,000 made from 
the Centennial Capital (Geriatric) Fund to the University of Auckland for the establishment of the Freemasons 
Chair of Neurosurgery, as approved by the Superintendent of The Freemasons Charity. 
 
The ability to professionally operate and maintain quality Grand Lodge approved programmes; provide prompt 
and effective support to our nation-wide Lodges and membership;  monitor, maintain and enhance our diverse 
property assets and investment portfolio;  places tremendous pressures on our revenue streams.   
Accordingly, strict budgetary procedures are in place for both operating expenditures and capital 
requirements.   The Treasury function is fully committed to the support of the Strategic Direction in general 
and the Seven Pillars programme in particular.   The pre-requisite requirement of living within our means 
whilst supporting the growing demands on our finances on a falling membership base, presents the major 
challenge over the next several years. 
 
A structural review of the Grand Lodge corporate structure is presently underway with a view to achieve 
improved accountability and governance as well as address the ever increasing regulatory environment in 
which we all must operate. 
 
Management of the Craft 
The membership statistics are an important part of this Annual Report.  The number of new initiations are 
much the same as the previous year, but there is a pleasing drop of 158 in the number of Brethren who have 
resigned clear as well as a minor drop of 12 who were struck off.  The number of deceased Brethren has 
reduced by 67 this year, so the indications are that we are starting to stabilise with the number of new 
initiations exceeding our mortality numbers.  Whilst encouraging, this should not be taken as long term 
comfort, mainly because we are still running higher than we would like in the numbers that have decided to 
leave the Craft.  As for previous years, this loss of membership appears to commence in the late 50’s through 
to 80, and I encourage all Lodges to seriously look at their membership base to ensure that this group is well 
engaged and enjoying their Freemasonry. 
 
As our Grand Installations are now held every three years, engagement with Brethren through the Divisional 
Conferences is extremely important, particularly when remits are being considered.  This year, all three 
Divisional Conferences were well attended, but it is disappointing that some lodges were not represented.  
Feedback is always positive from these events and the Board is now working closely with the Divisional Grand 



 
 

Masters to ensure that we further strengthen these conferences and ensure that there is robust debate on all 
matters appropriate to the Craft. 
 
Engagement with Lodges by the District Grand Masters continues to be a very important part of our structure 
and I am pleased to see some Districts formulating solid District Plans to ensure stability and growth within 
their respective Lodges. 
 
National and Divisional teams are also working well, particularly around the 7 Pillars of the Strategic Plan and 
the Board certainly encourages everyone to commit and support their ongoing work. 
 
Next year we will celebrate 125 years of the Grand Lodge of New Zealand.  This is a proud milestone and we 
look forward to the numerous events that are planned to mark this achievement. 
 
The Board 
By the very nature of our structure and the timing of appointments, the Board had a sudden and dramatic 
change in membership following the Grand Communication. This saw half of the Board retiring resulting in 4 
new members, coupled with 2 new Divisional Grand Masters joining as observers for the first time. This meant 
that at the first meeting of the Board there was a 60% change in attending Brethren which, in reality, is too 
much of a change.  Whilst we have a strong Board, it is essential that we maintain our momentum and avoid 
sudden and dramatic change, so over the next twelve months we will move to smooth this out with a good 
look at how we should manage our governance. 
 
The Board had been focused on good governance of the Craft and we are pleased that the new structure 
working through the Chief Executive and Grand Secretary is starting to work.  This means that our work is 
now driven in the important areas of finance, membership and communication which will underpin all aspects 
of our future. 
 
I am appreciative of the work done by W Bro R Pratt as the Central Division appointee on the Board who has 
started to film a short video clip after each Board meeting.  The feedback received on the video clips, is that 
the clips have been well received and will continue.  I encourage everyone to look at these as it is a great way 
to stay informed.  These can be viewed along with many other news clips by a regular visit to the Freemasons 
website.  
 
Building Fund 
Throughout the year there has been steady progress with lodges reviewing their accommodation needs. This 
has been positive, as the acceptance of social change and building regulation requirements, as well as 
shifting membership numbers, impact on management. In several Districts the need for change has been 
welcomed especially at the Divisional level. Divisional Grand Masters and their teams are engaging with the 
lodges with the aim of advising on or assisting with accommodation improvements or to help solve issues that 
have developed over the years. 
 
The support that can be given by the Property Officers is becoming known and lodges in the Hutt Valley, 
Hastings, the Manawatu and the Waikato areas, as well as other Northern and Southern based lodges, are 
sharing the success of their efforts.  
 
The Fund, at 30 June 2014 was $8,111,048 made up of existing loans $5,039,913 shareholdings in Masonic 
Hall Companies of $891,748 leaving available funds of $2,179,388. 
 
Communication 
“Communication that is clear, concise and in a format that enhances the image and perception of 
Freemasonry in New Zealand” was the clear message received from the Brethren who attended the three 
Divisional conferences. As a result The Communications Committee has commenced a programme of work 
that will result in the: 

• Redesign of the Grand Lodge Website 
• Creation of Divisional websites, with a similar look at feel 
• Review of the Freemasons magazine. 

 
In the coming months a communications survey will be sent to all Lodge Secretaries with the aim of 
generating good discussion around the whole area of communications, likes, preferences, etc.   Also an 
Expression of Interest will be issued to six specialist website designers to assist us in revamping the public 
facing portion of the Grand Lodge website. 



 
 

Condition of the Craft 
The following Lodges surrendered their Charters during the year.  
Date   Lodge/No.    District 
22/10/2013  Lodge Manchester No.287  Ruapehu 
06/03/2014  Lodge Awatea No.258   Ruapehu 
27/03/2014  Lodge Moutoa No.195   Ruapehu 
19/05/2014  Lodge Tamaki No. 328   Auckland East 
19/06/2014  Petone Daylight Lodge No.458  Hutt-Wairarapa 

• The total number of Lodges now stands at 244.  
 
Expulsions   There have been no expulsions under Rule 244(a) this year. 
 
Membership 
Covering the period 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014: 

Initiations 262 
Joinings 100 
Resigned Clear 408 
Resigned in Arrears 44 
Struck Off 77 
Deceased 235 
  
TOTAL NET MEMBERSHIP 7552 
  
Change for year - 462 
Average Change per Lodge - 1.6  

 
Appreciation 
In completing the year under review it is important to acknowledge the large number of people who have 
contributed to our success in so many ways.  It is appreciated that within the Craft we are all volunteers and 
give our time freely for the betterment of freemasonry.  The commitment of time and energy from you all is 
invaluable and extends from the Grand Master through to the newest of our members.  

In particular, I would like to acknowledge the contribution made by members of the Board of General 
Purposes, both present and past.  This can be a demanding role, but also a satisfying one. The Freemasons 
Charity through the Superintendent and Grand Almoners have made a distinct difference to those in need and 
we certainly appreciate their commitment to the needs of our Brethren and the wider communities. 

To our Executive Officers, who bring to the Board, the Divisions and Districts a great deal of expertise, your 
commitment and ongoing support is appreciated.  These officers give a great deal back to the Craft both in 
governance to support the Board, and also as advisors to the Chief Executive and his staff at the Grand 
Lodge office.  This year we introduced the changed role of Grand Secretary by separating this function from 
the role of Chief Executive, and I am pleased that this is working well.  To all of the Executive Officers, your 
work has been outstanding for the year, and has greatly enhanced our achievements. 

Our new national committees working through the challenges of implementing the Strategic Direction are 
starting to gain traction, but their work is still in the fundamental development stages.  There is a lot still to be 
achieved, but this dedication and commitment already shown will soon bear fruit for us all. 

The challenges facing the small staff working in the Grand Lodge office should never be underestimated.  It is 
a small team of dedicated people, committed to ensuring that our day-to-day business continues as a 
seamless operation.  The commitment by R W Bro Laurence Milton as Chief Executive during a period of 
change has been appreciated as he has so ably lead the team to achieve more with fewer resources.  Every 
Freemason certainly appreciates the work that you do for us, and willingness at all times to support the Craft. 

And finally, to the Grand Master, M W Bro John Litton and Diana thank you for your involvement and support 
over the last twelve months.  You have both actively embraced our development and have brought an 
approachable style to the Brethren and their families – after all, this is what we are truly about. 
 
       G J Wrigley 
       President, Board of General Purposes 
 



 
 

DIVISIONAL REPORTS 
Northern Division:   
I have much pleasure in presenting my first annual report for the Northern Division for 2013-2014.  The role 
has been both stimulating and challenging encompassing routine administration to the creation and 
implementation of a strategic direction which will take our Division into the future. 
 
The support and dedication of my seven District Grand Masters and the Divisional 7 Pillar Chairmen together 
with my Executive support team has been outstanding and by their focused team approach, supported by the 
Lodges, the future of the Division remains positive. 
 
The need to manage the inevitable changes required to ensure our future growth rather than wait and be 
forced into non-negotiable actions not in our best interests, has been clearly communicated to all Brethren and 
it is encouraging that this has been accepted by many within the Division. To this end the rationalisation of 
District boundaries and buildings continues to be a focus. 
 
In February a very successful Training Day was held for all new Grand Lodge Officers – so successful that 
another has been requested for next year. My thanks to the very experienced Brethren who organized and 
facilitated the event. 
 
The Divisional Conference held in May was enhanced by the workshop sessions run by the National 7 Pillar 
Chairmen who created a positive and motivational environment and their very professional presentations were 
enthusiastically received by the attendees. The challenge now is to see that this same enthusiasm is 
generated at Lodge level. The attendance of the Grand Master was also warmly received.  The plan of 
involving more of our younger Brethren at next year’s conference to be held in Hamilton is firmly on the 
Agenda. The need to listen and react to their needs and aspirations remains critical to our future.   As an 
adjunct to this, communication and technology is currently being reviewed with the objective of creating a 
more user friendly means of facilitating information to our younger members and to enhance our accessibility 
for enquiries from potential members. 
 
A series of meetings with the District Grand Masters and the 7 Pillar Chairmen and presentations to Lodge 
representatives have been made and these will continue. Their willingness to give of their time and talents to 
the extent they do never ceases to impress and gives me every reason to be optimistic about our future. As I 
have said many times, and it bears repeating, that we have all been left a legacy for which we are responsible 
to consolidate for the future. 
 
Two successful Field days have been held in the Division, and participation in these events proves invaluable 
to our public image and creates recruitment opportunities. With the ever increasing status of the Mystery 
Creek event, we plan to continue our participation.  I thank the Brethren who worked so hard to make these 
events worthwhile. 
 
Charitable and other projects have been notable, and the worthwhile activities within the Division and Districts 
and Lodges are to be commended for some of the initiatives taken. Some very worthwhile media 
acknowledgement and exposure has been gained in many cases. Lodge open days have also been held with 
resultant press coverage. I wish to also acknowledge the administrative support from the Roskill  Foundation. 
 
I also need to acknowledge and thank the Grand Lodge team in Wellington for their very courteous and 
professional support – it is warmly appreciated. 
 
The Division is in good heart with a high standard of Ceremonial which gives us all pride in what we do, 
makes our Freemasonry more enjoyable and consolidates the interests of our younger members. Thank you 
all for the courtesies extended to Shirley and I whenever we have visited events in the Division. 
 
RW Bro E A (Tony) Smith 
Divisional Grand Master – Northern 
 
 
Central Division: 
It is with pleasure that I present my first report for the Central Division for the year ending 30th June 2014. I 
was most fortunate to inherit a very strong, vibrant and enthusiastic Division. 
 
Since my investiture in November 2013 there has been a steady stream of activities worthy of note. The Kapiti 
Freemasons Masonic Centre was dedicated by the new Grand Master, MW Bro John Litton in February. 
Regrettably the Division will have also experienced three Lodge closures, thankfully the vast majority of the 
Brethren affected have joined other Lodges so the overall effect was minimalised.  



 
 

 
The outstanding fund-raising activities of a number of lodges (and Districts) continue to amaze with not only 
the amount of funds raised, but also the diverse nature of the recipients within the wider community. The 
Division has seen a steady number of new members and this bodes well for the future of freemasonry. The 
Divisional Website is the centre of all communications within the Division and is proving to be a useful and 
strategic tool in managing and distributing various calendars and comments. Information is key to building 
relationships with the lodges and brethren and this is certainly the case within the Central Division.  
 
Moving the Divisional Conference around the Division has proved successful and another outstanding 
conference was held in Napier during the month of May.  My personal thanks to my organising team for their 
dedication in producing a great conference and a very memorable Dinner with our Ladies. 
 
Finally, my sincere thanks to the Executive team, District Grand Masters and Brethren for your support and 
encouragement as we continue to look forward to the future with commitment, enthusiasm and confidence. 
 
RW Bro John Peryer 
Divisional Grand Master - Central  
 
 
 
Southern Division: 
It is with great pleasure that I submit this Report on behalf of the Southern Division for the year ended 30 June 
2014. 
 
In my last report, I advised of the steep learning curve that I was experiencing and now, twelve months on this 
voyage, I find I am still on the curve and I expect that will be the position when I end my term in November 
2016. 
 
Although we are experiencing a net loss in membership, some Lodges are still most active in recruitment and 
retention and I applaud them for their efforts. We all need to be proactive in stopping the decline and that is 
my main challenge to the Lodges within the Division. I strongly recommend that Lodges set achievable targets 
in obtaining new members and that a register be kept of men contacted to join the Craft. 
 
At the Communication in November 2013 in Wellington, I had the privilege of investing all eight new District 
Grand Masters for the Southern Division. I do welcome them all and wish them all every success in their new 
roles. Also, I wish to place on record my sincere gratitude and appreciation to the District Grand Masters 
during the previous term for their contribution and commitment. 
 
In December 2013, the Grand Master and Mrs Litton were special guests at the 150th Anniversary of Southern 
Cross Lodge No.9 in Invercargill. The evening was well planned and was thoroughly enjoyed by Brethren and 
wives/partners. 
 
In June 2014, we had a successful and enjoyable Divisional Conference in Ashburton and it was a pleasure to 
host the Grand Master, Mrs Litton, Brethren and Ladies.   There were 100 delegates/ participants present and 
the Brethren responsible for the delivery of the different Pillars of the “Seven Pillar Group” excelled in their 
presentations and I know Lodge delegates and attendees left Conference in a very positive mind-set.   
However, it is vitally important that this momentum be maintained, otherwise a significant amount of the good 
work achieved will be lost. 
 
Finally, I wish to record my sincere gratitude and appreciation to all Freemasons and their families in the 
Southern Division for their continued support and loyalty shown to Barbara and myself. 
 
“We are all crew on the Southern Division Ship, supporting one another and striving towards Peace, 
Harmony, and Goodwill on our voyage together”. 
 
RW Bro Jim Harborow 
Divisional Grand Master – Southern  



 
 

 
 

It is a great pleasure to be able to report your Charity has again had a successful year on several fronts, your 
generosity was demonstrated by the level of your contributions – and our program of charitable activities was 
at an all-time high. 
 
A heartfelt ‘thank you’ to Lodges, brethren, Districts and Divisions for a tremendous effort through this last 
year.  
 
The Freemasons Charity has a dedicated team throughout the country which continues to seek out those in 
need within our Masonic community and in the wider world. When reading through the list of Lodge Projects 
one can be immensely proud of its diversity and so we congratulate all who continue to be deeply involved in 
their local communities.  It is an opportunity of course for each one of us to communicate to our friends, 
families, workmates, and contacts the huge impact that freemasonry makes within our communities each 
year. We are justly proud of this support to society, and should not be afraid to talk about our achievements. 
 
I must again thank “the team”, without you none of this would occur. The Lodge Almoners, the District Charity 
Officers and our three Divisional Grand Almoners, who oversee the whole process in such an admirable way. 
In today’s world with the increase in number of applications received from social welfare agencies as well as 
the wider community their job has become even more demanding and I wish to acknowledge their hard work.  
My sincere thanks must go to Sheila Hicking, as Charity Administrator, for her support of the entire team  
 
In particular this year I would like to give thanks to VW Bro Gordon Riach our Central Division Grand Almoner, 
who is retiring this November after an amazing involvement with benevolence stretching over several 
decades.  Gordon was involved with the Fund of Benevolence in those days before The Freemasons Charity 
was born and has played an instrumental role in the success of The Freemasons Charity.  I am sure we will 
continue to call on your experience and I know your knowledge will be invaluable to your successor.  The 
fraternity is grateful to the dedication shown by these brethren, and I extend the invitation to other like-minded 
freemasons to become more involved in the role of the Almoner and participate in what is one of the most 
satisfying roles in Freemasonry. It is my hope that by taking up our Grand Masters challenge to speak louder 
of our work other men of calibre will be encouraged to join us. 
 
Thank you for your continuing support of The Freemasons Charity.                                 

I am honoured to have the opportunity to stand beside you, in the North-East corner, as we cheerfully 
embrace the virtue of benevolence.                         

 

RW Brother Terry McConnell 
Superintendent, The Freemasons Charity 
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GRAND TREASURER’S REPORT 
 

ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2014 

 
 
 
It is my pleasure to present my first Report on the financial activities of Freemasons NZ for the year ended 30 
June 2014. 
 
This year recorded an overall gross surplus of $1,250,345 before the Special Grant of $2,000,000 from the 
Centennial Project Capital (Geriatric) Fund for the establishment of the Freemasons Chair of Neurosurgery, 
University of Auckland, resulting in an overall deficit of $749,655.   This was partly offset by another excellent 
increase in the valuation of the Freemasons Charity investment portfolio. 
 
Income for the year totalled $3.615 million against $3.481 million last year.   The main reductions in income 
were in brokerage ($130,000), rental and other income ($294,000) while the main increases in income came 
from charitable bequests ($554,000). 
 
Expenditure of $4.904 million (which includes the Special Grant of $2 million), was tightly controlled 
throughout the year.    
 
The total net operating deficit after taxation was $1,294,317 (previous year $648,000 surplus) comprising: 
 
 Board of General Purposes    $      10,160 surplus 
 The Freemasons Charity    $    695,523 surplus 
 Less Special Grant               ($ 2,000,000 )  
 
Freemason House recorded an operating loss of $25,000 and an unrealised loss of value of $390,000 
following the annual revaluation, reflecting the continuing loss in Wellington property values.   The recent 
refurbishing and re-letting of the ground floor is expected to have a positive effect on the next revaluation, due 
mid-2015. 
 
The Freemasons Charity Investment Portfolio is also subject to annual revaluation, and an unrealised gain of 
$934,662 was recorded at 30 June 2014.   Recent market volatility may significantly impact on the next annual 
revaluation. 
 
The Statement of Financial Position continues to show a sound equity position of $37.656 million with no 
external borrowings. 
 
The Board of General Purposes has equity of $7.792 million.  This equity is mostly assets and does not 
represent available funds.   The Freemasons Charity equity of $29.864 million is charitable funds and 
therefore cannot be used by the Board of General Purposes. 
 
For this present financial year a strict Budget has been approved and indications to date show that we are 
operating within our estimated income and expenditures. 
 
 
 
 
 
Raymond Burgess  CPA; FCIS; CMinstD 
Grand Treasurer 
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